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Formation of metastable ferroelectric clusters in K12xLi xTa12yNbyO3:Cu,V
at the paraelectric phase

Gabby Bitton, Meir Razvag, and Aharon J. Agranat
Department of Applied Physics, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904, Israel

~Received 5 January 1998!

We present experimental evidence indicating that in potassium lithium tantalate niobate at the paraelectric
phase, ferroelectric clusters are formed to compensate the space charge induced field created in a photorefrac-
tive process. These clusters are distributed in a slow spontaneous process and form a dipolar grating which is
spatially correlated with the photorefractive space charge grating. By investigating the Gibbs free energy, we
show that the compensating gratings are formed only in the temperature region where a metastable ferroelectric
state is allowed to exist at the paraelectric phase. The compensation process, as well as its temperature and
electric field dependence are interpreted in terms of the Gibbs free energy.@S0163-1829~98!04633-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It was recently reported1–3 that in paraelectric potassium
lithium tantalate niobate~KLTN ! crystals, slightly above the
phase transition temperature, stable dipolar clusters
formed in response to the creation of a photorefractive sp
charge. Specifically it was observed2 that within a certain
temperature range above the phase transition, the diffrac
efficiency of holograms that are left to dwell in the da
immediately after the writing process, evolves with time a
cording to the electric field applied to the crystal. In the
experiments,2 first, a volume hologram was written on
KLTN crystal in the presence of an external electric fie
EW , then the crystal was left to dwell in the dark under
applied electric fieldED . It was observed that whenED was
parallel to EW the diffraction efficiency decreased slow
during the dwell period. After the dwell period the hologra
was illuminated by a diffused light beam with the sam
wavelength used for writing under zero external elec
field. It was observed that during this erasure phase the
fraction efficiency decreased exponentially to zero. Follo
ing the erasure phase, the application of an external ele
field caused the diffraction efficiency to recover to a subst
tial fraction of its original value. This phenomenon was
tributed to a slow spontaneous formation of a dipolar grat
that compensates the regular photorefractive~PR! grating. It
was further shown1 that the dipolar grating originated from
local changes in the dc dielectric permittivity«, which in the
presence of an external uniform electric field, induc
changes in the low frequency polarization of the formdP
}d«E. Moreover, in the region where the Curie-Weiss la
is applicable~i.e., where the mean field approximation
valid!, the changes in the dc dielectric permittivityd« were
found to originate from local changes in the Curie-We
temperatureT0 .

The PR effect is normally attributed to the formation of
spatially modulated space charge, which causes a corre
modulation in the birefringence through the electroop
effect.4 At the paraelectric phase, the electrooptic effect
quadratic, and hence the electric field induced birefringe
is given by
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~9!/5282~5!/$15.00
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Dn~r !5
1

2
n0

3geffPtot
2 , ~1!

where n0 is the refractive index,geff is the effective elec-
trooptical coefficient, andPtot is the ~dc or low frequency!
polarization induced by the internal electric field. The pola
ization could be separated into two partsPtot5P01dP(r )
where P0 is the polarization induced by internal uniform
electric field anddP(r ) is the spatially variable componen
of the polarization created by the PR process. In terms ofP0
anddP the induced birefringence is given by

Dn~r !5
1

2
n0

3geff@P0
212P0dP~r !1dP~r !2#. ~2!

The first term in the brackets is a spatially uniform change
the birefringence. If the spatial dependence ofdP(r ) results
from the interference of two planar waves propagating
directions K1 and K2 , respectively, it is given bydP(r )
5A1B cos(K•r ), whereA andB are constants andK is the
wave vector of the grating given byK5K12K2 . In this
case the second term in Eq.~2! is proportional to
cos(K•r ), where the third term is proportional to cos2(K
•r ). Since our measurements are performed with a pr
beam which is incident at an angle that matches the Br
condition for aK grating the first and the third terms ar
irrelevant. Therefore the probe beam is diffracted by a g
ing given by

@Dn~r !#15n0
3geffPdP~r !. ~3!

In a regular PR process, the polarization gratingdP(r ),
originates exclusively from the created space charge@i.e.,
dP(r )5«Esc(r )#. When the dipolar clusters are formed, th
induced birefringence is given by

Dn~r !5n0
3geff«

2E0Esc~r !2n0
3geff«d«~r !E0

2, ~4!

where« is the dielectric constant,d«~r ! is the dipolar grating
in terms of the spatial variations created in«, E0 is the in-
ternal dc field in the crystal, andEsc(r ) is the spatial varia-
tions in the internal field induced by the PR space char
The first term on the right side is the contribution of th
5282 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 5283FORMATION OF METASTABLE FERROELECTRIC . . .
space charge created in the PR process and the second
is the contribution of the dipolar clusters which compens
for the space charge grating and is given a minus sign
empirical reasons.

Consider the case of two plane waves interfering in
crystal. The formed grating is of the formDn(r )5Dn0
1Dn1cos(k•r ). The diffraction efficiency of such a gratin
is given by5

h5e2adsin2S pDn1d

lRcosu D , ~5!

wherelR is the wavelength of the reading beam,a is the
absorption coefficient atlR , u is the angle between the wav
vector of the reading beam and the normal to the gra
vector,d is the thickness of the material, and it is assum
that the reading beam matches the Bragg condition. T
local polarization changes that are formed during the co
pensation process can be studied by monitoring the diff
tion efficiency of the induced grating.

In this paper an experimental investigation of the te
perature and electric field dependence of both the dip
compensation process and the Gibbs free energy~GFE! func-
tion will be presented. The observed dependence of the c
pensation process on temperature and electric field will
explained in terms of the GFE function for a first order pha
transition which was found to occur in the crystals und
investigation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Investigations of the compensation process as a func
of the applied electric field and the temperature for t
K12xLi xTa12yNbyO3:Cu,V crystals ~crystal A with x
50.005,y50.13, andTc5136.7 K, and crystalB with x
50.006,y50.173, andTc5168 K) were carried out. The
electric field dependence of the compensation proces
crystalA was measured for several different electric fields.
all experiments a hologram was recorded in the crystal un
the same conditions. Two plane wave beams with intens
of 25 mW/cm2 were incident on the crystal with an incidenc
angles of 9.5° and29.5°. The writing period lasted 7 se
during which an electric field of 1.8 kV/cm was applied. T
holograms were then left to dwell in the dark under an
plied electric field. In all but one experiment this electr
field was equal and parallel to the writing field, whereas
one experiment the electric field was equal in magnitude
anti parallel to the writing field. During the dwell period th
diffraction was monitored using a He-Ne laser~the detailed
experimental setup is described in Ref. 2!. The diffraction
efficiency as a function of time is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
can be seen in Fig. 1 when a positive~with respect to the
writing field! electric field was applied during the dwell pe
riod a slow decrease in the diffraction efficiency was o
served, whereas when a negative electric field was app
during the dwell period a relatively fast increase in the d
fraction efficiency was observed. In Fig. 2 the time evoluti
of the diffraction efficiency during the dwell period is show
for several amplitudes of the applied electric field (E51.8,
1.45, 1.1, 0.73 V/cm!. As can be seen a faster decrease in
diffraction efficiency is observed when the applied elect
field is stronger.
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The temperature dependence of the compensation pro
was investigated in crystalB. The diffraction efficiency was
measured as a function of time for four different tempe
tures T5Tc11 K, Tc12 K, Tc13 K, Tc14 K. In each of
the above temperatures a hologram was written at the s
conditions described above~i.e., exposure time of 7 sec
beam intensity of 25 mW/cm2, incidence angle of the beam
9.5° and29.5°, applied electric field strength of 1.8 kV/cm!.
It was then left to dwell under a positive electric field of 1
kV/cm applied in parallel toEw for 15 min during which the
diffraction efficiency was monitored using a He-Ne las
Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the diffraction ef
ciency for the above temperatures. It can be seen the
crease in the diffraction efficiency became faster as the t
perature approached the phase transition temperature.

In order to have a better understanding of the effect of
electric field and temperature on the compensation proc
we investigated the dependence of the GFE function on th
two parameters. The GFE functions of crystalsA andB were
computed from measurements of the constant dielectric
mitivity as function of electric field for different tempera
tures. The constant dielectric permitivity was measured a
low frequency of 130 Hz. The method of computation
standard,6,7 and involves the evaluation of the polarization
function of electric field and temperature through the giv
relation:

FIG. 1. The time evolution of the diffraction efficiency unde
different applied electric fields for a grating recorded in crystalB at
Tc14 K. ~a! Under an applied electric field parallel and equal
magnitude to the writing field.~b! Under an applied electric field
antiparallel and equal in magnitude to the writing field.

FIG. 2. The time evolution of the diffraction efficiency unde
four applied electric fields for a grating recorded in crystalB at
Tc14 K: ~a! ED51.8 kV/cm, ~b! ED51.45 kV/cm, ~c! ED

51.1 kV/cm, ~d! ED50.73 kV/cm. (h0 is the diffraction efficiency
immediately after writing, and the applied field is parallel to t
writing field.!
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P~E!5P~0!1«0E
0

E

«dE, ~6!

where it was assumed thatP(0) could be neglected abov
the phase transition and special care was taken to ensure
inner bias fields were taken into account. The measured
larization can be used to determine the GFE function si
its value is a minimum of this function.

In general, the GFE function for a ferroelectric material
given by

g~P,T!5g01
a

2
P21

g

4
P41

d

6
P62EP, ~7!

wherea,g,d are temperature-dependent parameters.
The temperature dependence of the parametera is ap-

proximated in the region where the mean field approximat
is valid by a5b(T2T0), where b51.43105 J m/~C2 K!
andT05163 K. The temperature dependence ofg was fitted
to a linear function of the formg(T)5A(T2T2), whereA
52.43106 J m5/~C4 K! and T25174.6 K. The fact thatg
has a negative value belowT2 indicates that the tran
sition is first order. The parameterd is given by d
52.453106 J m9/C6.

The four temperaturesT0 , T1 , T2 , andTc , which were
derived from the GFE function, define different states of
crystal. Consider Fig. 4 where the computed GFE of cry

FIG. 3. The time evolution of the diffraction efficiency at fou
temperatures of a grating recorded in crystalB under an applied
electric field of 1.8 kV/cm:~a! T5Tc11 K, ~b! T5Tc12 K, ~c!
T5Tc13 K, ~d! T5Tc14 K.

FIG. 4. The Gibbs free energy function of crystalA vs the po-
larization at four different temperatures with no external elec
field: ~a! T,T0 , ~b! Tc.T.T0 , ~c! T1.T.Tc , ~d! T5Tc .
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B is plotted for four different temperatures:T05163 K, T1
5169.5 K, T25174.6 K, andTc5167 K. For T,T0 @Fig.
4~a!#, the minima of the GFE function are at nonzero pola
ization points. ForTc.T.T0 @Fig. 4~b!#, a local minimum
at P50 exists in addition to the two global minima atP
Þ0. This situation is reversed forT1.T.Tc @Fig. 4~c!#,
where the two minima atPÞ0 become local minima and th
minimum point atP50 becomes the global minimum. Fo
T.T1 only the minimum atP50 exists. However, forT2
.T.T1 a minimum point atPÞ0 can be induced by apply
ing an external electric field. Whereas forT.T2 the mini-
mum point atP50 remains the only minimum point regard
less of the strength of the applied field. The interesting re
is that the temperature range where the compensation pro
occurred, and the irregular dipolar grating appeared has b
identified as@Tc ,T2#, whereT2 is the highest temperature a
which an external electric field can induce a ferroelect
state andTc is the phase transition temperature. We can
tract two more parameters from the free energy function,
spontaneous polarization at the phase transition tempera
Psc50.3 @C/m2#, and the dependence of the phase transit
temperature on the applied electric fielddTc /dE58.4
31025 @K m V21#. Note that the result that was obtaine
directly from a measurement of the dielectric constant
dTc /dE5331025 @K m V21#.

III. DISCUSSION

The key finding described in the previous section is
fact that the occurrence of the dipolar grating formation
limited to the temperature range@Tc ,T2#, where metastable
ferroelectric clusters are allowed to exist in the paraelec
phase in the presence of an electric field. It is therefore r
sonable to assume that the dipolar grating consists of s
ferroelectric clusters which are formed in response to
space charge induced field. A qualitative description of
clusters formation process is presented in Fig. 5. The sp
variations in the internal electric field inside the crystal a
induced by the space charge that is formed in the PR proc
These variations of the local electric field cause the form
tion of correlated variations in the relative distribution b
tween the ferroelectric and paraelectric states of small v
ume elements in the crystal. Thus, in each region of
crystal, ferroelectric clusters are created and redistribute
a slow spontaneous process with size and abundance w
depend on the local electric field. These ferroelectric clust
which are spatially correlated with the space charge indu

c

FIG. 5. Schematic description of the ferroelectric clusters dis
bution according to the local electric field inside the crystal.
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PRB 58 5285FORMATION OF METASTABLE FERROELECTRIC . . .
field, form the compensating dipolar grating.
The dependence of the clustering process on electric

and temperature can be explained by the GFE function. C
sider the GFE function for the temperature range@Tc ,T2#.
As pointed out above, at this temperature range a metas
ferroelectric state can coexist together with the paraelec
state in the presence of an electric field. The probability
finding the system in a certain polarizationP is given by8

W@P#5A exp$@g~P!2g0#/kBT#%, ~8!

where g(P) and g0 are the densities of the GFE for th
polarizationP and for the paraelectric state, respectively, a
A is a normalization constant. Thus, the probability depe
on the difference between the free energy for a system wi
given polarizationP and the free energy of the paraelect
phase. In general, the system resides most of the time in
minima of the GFE. These minima can be extracted from
first derivative of the GFE density given by

]g/]P5~a1gP21dP4!P2E5y~P!2E50. ~9!

A graphic solution of]g/]P50 for crystalA in the tempera-
ture range@Tc ,T2# is presented in Fig. 6. As can be seen
E50 three minima occur atPP50 and atPF56P0 . For a
certain value of the internal electric fieldE, two minima
occur atPP5«PE and atPF5P01«FE, where«P and «F
are the small signal dielectric permittivity~i.e., «5dP/dE)
at P50 andP5P0 , respectively.

The effective small signal dielectric permittivity is give
by

«eff5dP/dE5~12x!«P1x«F , ~10!

where x designates the relative distribution between
paraelectric and ferroelectric states~i.e., between the minima
of g, at PP andPF , respectively!. In terms of Eq.~8!, during
the dipolar grating formation process the value ofx changes,
and the formed dipolar grating originates from changes
«eff . Thus, in terms of«eff the grating of the ferroelectric
clusters can be described as the dielectric grating descr
in Ref. 1.

The electric field inside the crystal can be described
E(z)5E01E1sin(z/l), whereE0 is the amplitude of the dc
component of the field andE1 is the amplitude of the spa

FIG. 6. Evaluation of the~meta!stable points of the polarization
of crystal B at T5Tc10.5 K by a graphic solution of]g/]P
5y(P)2E50. Note that forE.EM only the ferroelectric solution
exists, whereas forE,EM the system has both a paraelectric and
ferroelectric solutions.
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tially dependent component of the field.E0 is the combined
contribution of the applied field and the dc component of
space charge induced field andE1 is the fundamental spatia
frequency component of the space charge induced field
straightforward computation of the amplitude of the spa
charge field immediately after the writing~before the com-
pensating grating is formed, i.e., ford«50), based on Eqs
~1!–~3! and the data in Ref. 2, reveals thatE1'40 V/cm,
while E0'1.1 kV/cm. As pointed out above,E1 triggers the
formation of the dipolar grating. Note thatE1!E0 and yet
the formation of the dipolar cluster is very effective. This
primarily due to the fact that the relative distribution betwe
the PP andPF is an exponential function ofE @see Eq.~8!#.
In addition, the dc componentE0 has an amplifying effect.
Consider first Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! where the free energy func
tion of crystalA at T5Tc11 K is plotted for two different
electric fields. It is evident from Fig. 7 that increasingE0
causes the ferroelectric minimum of the GFE to beco
deeper, and consequently the effect of increasingE0 is to
amplify the effect ofE1 . Thus, the onset of the dipolar com
pensating grating is faster, and the formed grating is m
effective asE0 is increased. These predictions are in acco
with the data presented in Fig. 2 showing the buildup of
dipolar grating during a positive dwell stage for several d
ferent values ofE0 . It should be noted that ifE0 exceeds the
limiting value EM above which only the ferroelectric mini
mum of the GFE exists~see Fig. 6! the compensating grating
can no longer be formed. The dc component of the sp
charge induced field created during the PR writing stage
antiparallel to the applied field. Accordingly, the dc comp
nent of the space charge induced field and the electric fi
applied during either the positive or negative dwell proces
~designated above byED), are either antiparallel or paralle
respectively. In the experiments described above, the co
bution to the dc component to the electric field from t
space charge induced field had a typical value of about
V/cm, hence, the dc part of the electric field during positi
dwell process was about 1.1 kV/cm while the dc part of t
electric field in the negative dwell was about 2.5 kV/cm
Thus, in these experimentsE0 was significantly smaller than
ED during the ‘‘positive’’ dwell processes, while during th
‘‘negative’’ dwell E0 was significantly larger thanED . We
assume for the latter case that it was larger thanEM so that
the dipolar grating was not formed. We attribute the incre
in the diffraction that was observed during the negative dw
to a global increase of«eff .

The temperature dependence of the dipolar clusters
mation process is presented in Fig. 3 and the compensa
rate becomes faster as the phase transition temperatu

FIG. 7. The Gibbs free energy function of crystalB at T5Tc

11 K is plotted for two different electric fieldsE(a)52E(b).
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approached. This result is in agreement with the result p
sented in Fig. 8 where the GFE function is plotted for tw
different temperatures within@Tc ,T2#, for the same electric
field. It can be seen that the energy gap between the fe
electric state and the paraelectric state decreases asT→Tc .
The time evolution of the diffraction efficiency in Fig. 3 ca
be fitted using the following relation:

@d~Dn!#2}h5h0e2t/t, ~11!

where h0 is the initial diffraction efficiency andt is the
lifetime of the recorded hologram. Usually the lifetime
similar processes which involve thermal excitation can
fitted to the classical Arrhenius relation. We found here t
only Vogel-Fulcher law9 gives a reasonable fit. The Voge
Fulcher law is characteristic of systems where the energy
depends on system parameters and is given by

1/t5~1/t0!exp$Ea8/@kB~T2Tf !#%, ~12!

FIG. 8. The Gibbs free energy of crystalB is plotted for two
different temperatures:~a! T5Tc10.5 K and~b! at T5Tc11 K.
ev
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wheret is a characteristic life time,Tf is normally referred
to as the freezing temperature, andEa8 is the activation en-
ergy. This activation energy is related to the actual activat
energy which depends on the system parameters through
following relation:10 Ea5Ea8T/(T2Tf). From the fitted data
we find thatTf5170 K. That is,Tf coincides with the tem-
perature at which the maximum in the dielectric permitiv
under an electric field of 1.8 kV/cm is obtained. Recall th
the electric field applied for the data presented in Fig. 3
also 1.8 kV/cm. The fact that the temperature dependenc
the time evolution of the dipolar clusters formation proce
follows a Vogel-Fulcher law indicates that it is implicitl
dependent on the applied field throughTf .

In summary, we have shown the existence of a sponta
ous formation of ordered structures of dipolar cluste
slightly above the first order phase transition in KLTN cry
tals. The formed structures are spatially correlated to lo
variations in the internal electric field created during the
cording of holograms by a PR process. The rate of crea
and stability of the dipolar clusters which form the structur
are very sensitive to both the applied field and the tempe
ture. The dipolar clusters are stable only within a tempe
ture range where metastable ferroelectric state is allowe
the paraelectric phase.
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